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The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly at Avaya 
February 2017, Dave Michels  

1. Overview 
1. Avaya ENGAGE 2017 in Las Vegas was a new event that combined the separate events for the 

International Avaya User Group (IAUG), the Avaya Executive Partner Forum (AEPF), and the 

Avaya Technology Forum (ATF). Avaya Engage will be the company’s primary launch vehicle this 

year as the company intends to have minor participation at Enterprise Connect in March. Avaya 

Engage is a regional event. Avaya Engage Dubai took place in the fall of 2016. 

2. This was the first Avaya event since the company filed chapter 11 bankruptcy on Jan. 19, 2017.  

3. Avaya Engage was well attended, and there was a large expo hall. Marketing material 

suggested 2000 users attended. There was also an influencer track for analysts, consultants, 

and media.  

4. Significant announcements made at Engage included: New hosted Cloud Contact Center in 

partnership with Spoken Communications, Zang announced Office Spaces, and there’s an 

expanded global alliance with SFDC. 

5. The chapter 11 outcome is far from clear, but will be disruptive. Though the company is doing 

its best to mitigate the impact.  

2. The Good 
1. The mood was good – employees and customers were confident. Attendees were generally 

positive, and the sessions were well attended.  

2. The Expo Hall was large with a diverse selection of about 100 vendors.  

3. Avaya has been very busy with portfolio changes and launches -- the company claims 16 

product launches in 2016. Among the most significant are the Equinox client, Breeze, Oceania, 

and Zang.  

4. The new Equinox client potentially replaces five clients: Communicator, One-X, Aura SIP, 

Scopia, and Esna client solutions. Avaya simply had too many clients, so this consolidation was 

expected – just a few years earlier.  

5. Breeze is both a server and client SDK for custom development. The server supports ‘snap-ins’ 

which are code snippets for customized apps. The Equinox client was created with the Breeze 

client SDK.  

6. Zang subsidiary was created in March 2016 with the launch of a CPaaS service simply named 

Cloud. It now has two new offers: Office (UCaaS) and Spaces (workstream messaging).  

7. Avaya took one step closer to hosted contact center services with Spoken ConversationCenter, 

This “Avaya” service is hosted by customer/partner Spoken Communications.  

8. Zang Office is Avaya’s second attempt (AvayaLive Connect) at a direct, SMB UCaaS offer. It has 

three feature levels (basic, standard, and power) that ranges $16-$32 per user per month 

though currently available at half price promotion. Office uses a more open, SIP compliant, 

architecture than AvayaLive Connect did. The service is available directly from Zang.io.  
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9. The expanded alliance with SFDC provides improves integration between the companies 

contact center solutions with improved contextual awareness along the digital customer 

journey. There were few specifics offered.  

3. The Bad 
1. Although the company did its best to downplay chapter 11, the process did cast a cloud over 

the event as it has potentially significant implications. Chapter 11 changes corporate authority 

and objectives. Prior to chapter 11, management operated in the best interest of the 

shareholders. Now, the bankruptcy court will prioritize the interests of the debt holders.  

2. The Chapter 11 process is causing irreparable harm. Customer concern naturally increases, and 

FUD tactics by competitors makes it worse. McCarran airport was filled with competitive 

advertisements.  

3. The Avaya ecosystem is aging. There less youth and hair at Engage than similar events. 

4. Avaya assures its stakeholders that the chapter 11 process is necessary due to shifts in the 

market, and will have little disruption to normal business. While this approach is reasonable 

and likely accurate of intention, it may not be true. Reassuring customers may make sense, but 

Avaya is not in control of the process.  

5. Avaya can’t seem to get out of its own way. The company released so many new products that 

the portfolio is becoming very confusing. Oceana, Equinox, Breeze, and Zang mean nothing on 

their own. Breeze is particularly confusing as its Client SDK does not require Breeze server 

infrastructure. The new UCaaS offer that works with Avaya phones, is branded Zang instead of 

Avaya.  

6. The new Equinox client is simply described as a single client, but it is only available for the Aura 

environment. Many of those separate clients will continue to live for IP Office. There is no 

stated intent or timeframe to bring Equinox to IP Office (though it is obvious).  

4. The Ugly 
1. Avaya’s thought leadership role is questionable. There was very little shared about the 

roadmap. While there were many new products at Engage, there was nothing new from an 

industry perspective. Avaya was late to virtualization, cloud, CPaaS, and workstream messaging, 

and offered little more than “digital transformation” as a reason to invest in Avaya solutions.  

2. Declining revenue is always a problem. Avaya is quick to point out that the transitions of 

hardware to software and software to services explains its decline in revenues. Of course, these 

transitions were experienced industry-wide.  

3. Based on casual observation Avaya’s sales appear to mostly be to existing customers. There 

may be a sustainable growth problem if the company is not winning new clients.  

4. The outcome of chapter 11 is impossible to reliably predict. It could be fast and seamless as 

management suggests, and it could mean the end of Avaya as we know it. The debt-to-equity 

swaps will result with new owners that may drive management and a strategy changes. The 

debt-to-equity swaps will not create a single new majority shareholder, however a major 

investor may attempt to obtain/buy-up control.  


